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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, Bitcoin is the most popular cryptocurrency. With the

proliferation of smartphones and the high-speed mobile Internet,

more and more users have started accessing their Bitcoin wallets

on their smartphones. Users can download and install a variety of

Bitcoin wallet applications (e.g., Coinbase, Luno, Bitcoin Wallet)
on their smartphones and access their Bitcoin wallets anytime and

anywhere. However, it is still unknown whether these Bitcoin wal-

let smartphone applications are secure or if they are new attack

surfaces for adversaries to attack these application users. In this

work, we explored the insecurity of the 10 most popular Bitcoin

wallet smartphone applications and discovered three security vul-

nerabilities. By exploiting them, adversaries can launch various

attacks including Bitcoin deanonymization, reflection and amplifi-

cation spamming, and wallet fraud attacks. To address the identified

security vulnerabilities, we developed a phone-side Bitcoin Security

Rectifier to secure Bitcoin wallet smartphone application users. The

developed rectifier does not require any modifications to current

wallet applications and is compliant with Bitcoin standards.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Security and privacy → Software and application security;

Mobile and wireless security.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Bitcoin is the most popular cryptocurrency throughout the world.

Many consumers and businesses (e.g., Microsoft, Newegg, Over-

stock, Subway, Starbucks) have accepted Bitcoin as a means of

payment [1]. With the rapid deployment of the high-speed mobile

Internet and the proliferation of smartphones, more users have

started accessing their Bitcoin wallets by various Bitcoin wallet

smartphone applications. However, previous Bitcoin security works

mainly targeted the exploration of the security of Bitcoin protocol,

infrastructure, and PC-side Bitcoin wallet clients [26, 33, 35]. This

thus raises a natural question: will these Bitcoin wallet smartphone

applications create new attack vectors for adversaries to launch new

attacks against mobile users? Unfortunately, our study yields a posi-

tive answer. In this work, we studied the 10 most popular Bitcoin

wallet smartphone applications (ranked by download counts) and

discovered three security vulnerabilities spanning the implemen-

tation of Bitcoin wallet applications and the operation of Bitcoin

wallet application services. In regards to the implementation is-

sues, a Bitcoin application library which has been broadly used

by various Bitcoin wallet smartphone applications, BitcoinJ, leaks

Bitcoin wallet user privacy (e.g., all of the users’ Bitcoin addresses)

(Vulnerability V1) and continuously downloads unwanted Bitcoin

transactions in the background without providing users any noti-

fications or alerts (Vulnerability V2). In terms of operation issues,

we found that the principle of the Bitcoin wallet service decentral-

ization can be violated by Bitcoin wallet smartphone applications

and the users of these applications are more vulnerable to financial

fraud attacks. More threatening is that most users are unaware of

this (Vulnerability V3).

By exploiting these vulnerabilities, we devise three proof-of-

concept attacks against users: (1) Bitcoin Deanonymization attack;

(2) Bitcoin Reflection and amplification spamming attack; (3) Mo-

bile Bitcoin wallet fraud attack. The first attack allows adversaries

to deanonymize non-RealName Bitcoin addresses used by Bitcoin

wallets. This attack not only identifies all Bitcoin addresses of Bit-

coin wallet application users with a low error rate (e.g., 10−13%) but
also is capable of discovering the real identities of application users

while some usage conditions are satisfied. In the second attack, ad-

versaries exploit the intermediate public Bitcoin network elements

(e.g., full node clients) to deliver continuously, unsolicited Bitcoin

spamming traffic to Bitcoin wallet smartphone application users;

the spamming traffic is comprised of all new Bitcoin transactions

produced by all global Bitcoin users during the attack. This is a

low-cost attack; the attackers only need to send a few small attack



Category Attack Victim Victim Net. Type Description and Threat Main Vulnerability

Privacy leakage
Bitcoin deanonymization

attack
Users Wi-Fi

Adversary exploits the vulnerabilities of libraries used by wallet apps to produce

the unique wallet fingerprint and associates it with user identity for further user

tracking.

V1: Bitcoin Addresses of Wallets can be

Leaked (§5.1).

Spamming
Bitcoin reflection &

amplification spamming

attack

Users and phones Cellular

Adversary exploits the vulnerabilities from the implementation of applications

and leverages the public Bitcoin network elements to produce continuous unso-

licited Bitcoin spamming traffic towards victims; this attack causes an increase to

the victim’s mobile data service bill and the reduction to the victim’s smartphone

battery life.

V2: No Anti-spam Defense of Downloading

Bitcoin Transactions (§5.2).

Financial loss
Mobile Bitcoin wallet

fraud attack
Users Wi-Fi/Cellular

Adversary exploits users’ misunderstanding of wallet applications to develop

and promote their applications to victims and take advantage of the victims;

victims thus suffer from financial loss.

V3: The Decentralization of Bitcoin Wallet

Service can be Violated (§5.3).

Table 1: Summary of our main findings on Bitcoin wallet smartphone application vulnerabilities and proof-of-concept attacks.

initiation packets to Bitcoin networks. The amplification factor (the

ratio of the size of spamming traffic to the size of attack initiation

packets) is nearly 3,666 observed in our experiments. This attack

damages victims in two ways: (1) the victims need to pay for the

spamming Bitcoin messages while using cellular network services;

(2) the victims’ phones consume 96% power more than the phones

that are not under attack. The third attack shows why adversaries

can launch various Bitcoin fraud attacks against Bitcoin wallet

application users beyond the limitations of other types of mobile

financial attacks. Our findings are summarized in Table 1. We fur-

ther develop a phone-side Bitcoin Security Rectifier to address the

identified vulnerabilities.

In summary, this paper makes three contributions. First, we con-

ducted the first study to explore the security vulnerabilities caused

by the inconsistencies between Bitcoin wallet service designs (stan-

dards) and the implementations/operations of Bitcoin wallet smart-

phone applications. Three new security vulnerabilities were dis-

covered and reported to the CVE database (https://cve.mitre.org).

Second, we devised three proof-of-concept attacks by exploiting

the identified vulnerabilities and assessed their real-world impact.

Third, we pointed out the root causes of these vulnerabilities and

developed practical solutions. The lessons we learned not only help

secure the increasing usage of Bitcoinwallet service but also provide

insights for other cryptocurrency platform users (e.g., Ethereum).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sections 2 and 3

present related work and the background of Bitcoin, respectively.

Section 4 describes the threat model and the methodology of our pa-

per. We present three discovered security vulnerabilities and sketch

three proof-of-concept attacks in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. We

propose solutions in Section 7 and conclude this paper in Section 8.

2 RELATEDWORK

Studying Bitcoin wallet vulnerabilities mainly falls into two cat-

egories: user privacy and wallet security. In the category of user

privacy, Gervais et al. [34] inferred the privacy of lightweight Bit-

coin wallet users using the intercepted Bloom filter. In the best case,

the probability that adversaries can correctly discover users’ all ad-

dresses of that Bitcoin wallet is around 80%. [26] performed network

traffic analysis using machine learning techniques to identify the

user activities (e.g., sending/receiving Bitcoin) on their smartphone

Bitcoin wallet. A lightweight framework was developed by Conti

et al. [30] to collect and identify Bitcoin addresses managed by the

ransomware campaigns. In the category of Bitcoin wallet security,

Brengel et al. [29] exploited the wrong usage of cryptographic prim-

itives and scanned Bitcoin blockchain for ECDSA nonce reuse to
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Figure 1: Bitcoin network architecture.

cause Bitcoin wallet private key leakage. Gervais et al. [35] claimed

that some of Bitcoin wallet services are actually controlled by a

small set of entities, which may be targeted and further attacked.

Turuani et al. [39] applied a formal method to studying the two-

factor authentication protocol of Electrum Bitcoin Wallet (a

Bitcoin wallet application).

Different from these works, our security study target the imple-

mentation and operations of Bitcoin wallet smartphone applica-

tions, which have not been fully explored by academia yet.

3 BACKGROUND

Bitcoin Network architecture. Figure 1 illustrates the Bitcoin

network architecture. A network node running the Bitcoin protocol

may contain four functions: (1) wallet, (2) miner, (3) full blockchain

database, and (4) network routing. The wallet function provides

the Bitcoin wallet service for users. This function controls access

to a user’s money (i.e., BTC, the currency of Bitcoin), including

managing private/public keys and addresses, tracking the balance,

and generating and signing transactions. The miner function vali-

dates new transactions and attaches them to the Bitcoin blockchain.

The full blockchain database function maintains a complete and

up-to-date copy of all Bitcoin blocks. The network routing function

allows a node to communicate with other nodes [27].

Based on the functions supported, there are four types of nodes

in Bitcoin networks, namely reference client, miner, full node client

(FNC), and simple payment verification (SPV) client1. These nodes

communicate with each other by using Bitcoin protocol over TCP

protocol without encryption protection[3, 31]. The ‘Reference Client’

implements all four functions. The ‘Miner’ supports three of four

functions, namely miner, full blockchain database, and network

routing. It validates/verifies all new transactions broadcasted in

Bitcoin networks and attaches them to the Bitcoin blockchain. The

1In this paper, we will use SPV clients and Bitcoin wallet applications interchangeably.



‘Full Node Client’ supports three functions: wallet, full blockchain

database, and network routing. The ‘SPV Client’ only supports two

functions: wallet and network routing. It is usually deployed on

some resource-constrained platforms (e.g., smartphones) which do

not have sufficient resources.

How Bitcoin PaymentWorks. A Bitcoin wallet user first creates

a single master key, aka seed phrase, which can be used to derive a

collection of key pairs; each key pair comprises a private key and

a public key. Each public key in a key pair can generate a Bitcoin

address; a Bitcoin address is similar to a traditional bank account

number.

To initiate a Bitcoin payment transaction towards single or mul-

tiple Bitcoin payees, the payer has to generate a tx, the transaction
message, and broadcast it to the Bitcoin network. The miners will

validate the transaction. If the transaction is valid, the miners will

append it to the Bitcoin blockchain.

4 THREAT MODEL AND METHODOLOGY

Threat Model. In this study, adversaries are people or organiza-

tions which launch remote attacks against Bitcoin smartphone

wallet users. We consider the adversaries with the following capa-

bilities: (1) they can intercept, modify, or inject any messages in

the public communication channels; (2) they adhere to all crypto-

graphic assumptions, e.g., adversaries cannot decrypt an encrypted

message without the decryption key; and (3) they have no control

over the victim’s smartphones and Bitcoin network infrastructure.

Responsive StudyMethodology. In this work, we studied 10 pop-

ular Bitcoin wallet smartphone applications, namely Coinbase, Bit-

coinWallet, BlockchainWallet, Bitcoin.comWallet, Luno,Mycelium,

Coinomi, BRD, BitPay, and Simple Bitcoin. We bear in mind that

some feasibility tests and attack evaluations might be harmful to

the victims. We thus conducted this study in a responsible manner

through two measures. First, we used only our phones as victims.

Second, we did not distribute any malicious Bitcoin applications or

libraries to the public. We seek to disclose new security vulnerabili-

ties of Bitcoin wallet smartphone applications and effective attacks,

but not to aggravate the damage.

5 SECURITY VULNERABILITIES

In this section, we present three security vulnerabilities of Bitcoin

wallet smartphone applications and their service providers.

5.1 V1: Bitcoin Addresses of Wallets can be
Leaked

The first security vulnerability is that the Bitcoin addresses of wallet

smartphone applications can be leaked to adversaries. In particu-

lar, BitcoinJ [7], a Bitcoin client library which has been broadly

used by a great number of Bitcoin wallet smartphone applications

(e.g., Bitcoin Wallet, Mycelium) to communicate with Bitcoin

networks, leaks the Bitcoin wallet user privacy.

According to Bitcoin standards, after an SPV client (i.e., a Bitcoin

wallet application) connects with a Bitcoin FNC (Full Node Client),

a filterload message [3] will be sent to the FNC. This message

is used to specify the Bitcoin wallet users’ interest in particular

transactions. In practice, SPV clients are usually configured to be

interested in the transactions in which the Bitcoin wallet users’

Bitcoin addresses are involved. The message carries three key pa-

rameters, namely filter, nHashFuncs, and nTweak. The filter itself is a

bit-field Bloom filter so that the FNC can know the address interest

of its connected Bitcoin wallet application. The Bloom filter is set

based on feeding the data element (e.g., users’ Bitcoin addresses)

to a set of different nHashFuncs MurmurHash3 [2] hash functions.

These nHashFuncs MurmurHash3 hash functions are initialized via

nHashNum × 0xFBA4C795 + nTweak, where nHashNum is the index

of the hash function (e.g., 1st, 2nd, 3rd) and nTweak is a random

number selected by SPV clients for a filter. To add a data item (e.g.,

a Bitcoin address) to the filter, the data item must be hashed by

nHashFuncs different hash functions and set the corresponding bits

in filter by the bitwise OR operation. For example, data items will be

added to a clean 6-bit filter (value is 000000) using 2 different hash

functions, and we assume that the results of the first and second

hash functions are 7 (000111) and 9 (001001), receptively, the filter

is set to 001111 (000111 OR 001001).

Our study shows that to prevent adversaries from accurately

discovering all Bitcoin addresses ever used by Bitcoin wallet users

by intercepting and analyzing the plain-text filterload message,

two security mechanisms are implemented in BitcoinJ. First, some

false addresses which do not belong to the user will be filtered out

by the filter due to the false positive rate of Bloom filter. Second,

the filterload message is only created and transmitted to the

Bitcoin FNCs once (at when the TCP connections with FNCs are

successfully established), which means that if adversaries cannot

monitor all activities of SPV clients from the very beginning, they

cannot intercept the filterload messages.

BitcoinJ Code 1 Handling the TCP disconnection with Full Nodes.

1: //Ref: core/src/main/java/org/bitcoinj/core/Peer.java
2: function handlePeerDeath(Peer peer)
3: ...
4: // Compare the current connections with max connections.
5: if numPeers < getMaxConnections() then
6: // If the wallet loses connections, try opening more until reach the max count.
7: // Function triggerConnection() will invoke trigeerConnectionJob()
8: triggerConnections();
9: ...
10: end if
11: end function
12: function triggerConnectionJob(())
13: ...
14: if ConnectedAndPendingPeers < getMaxConnections() then
15: connectTo(); // Function connectTo() will invoke handleNewPeer()
16: end if
17: end function
18: // When having new connected peers, the wallet will handle these new peers
19: function handleNewPeer((Peer peer))
20: ...
21: // Sending a filter that is used to set wallet’s interests
22: peer.setBloomFilter();
23: ...
24: end function

With further analysis, we found that these two security mecha-

nisms are not bullet-proof due to the following reasons. First, the

false positive rate (the number of false addresses over the number

of all addresses added to filter) of the Bloom filter used in BitcoinJ

is set to 0.001%. Second, the filterload message which includes

the calculated Bloom filter is transmitted to an FNC after the TCP

connection between the SPV client and the FNC is established. How-

ever, our study shows that BitcoinJ will automatically discover and

connect with a new FNC if the SPV client’s existing TCP connection

with an FNC is torn down (please see the function HandlePeerDeath
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Figure 2: The initiation of the retransmission of filterloadmessages

via TCP reset and Wi-Fi de-authentication attacks.

in the above BitcoinJ Code 1). Therefore, the SPV client may suffer

from TCP reset attacks (i.e., intentionally tearing down the vic-

tims’ TCP connections with old FNCs) and retransmit filterload
messages to new FNCs. Last but not least, we found that after the

network interface used by the SPV client has become unavailable

longer than 5 seconds, BitcoinJ will use a brand-new random num-

ber (i.e., nTweak) to generate the filterload messages. The root

cause is that BitcoinJ maintains a Reset timer (i.e., 5 seconds) to

monitor if there still exists an available network interface. On re-

ceipt of Bitcoin messages, the timer will be updated. Once it expires,

several variables stored in the memory will be cleaned and reini-

tialized, including nTweak for generating filter. Note that the two

filterloadmessages generated by two different nTweaks can help

adversaries to significantly reduce the false positive rate of infer-

ring Bitcoin users’ addresses since nTweak is used to initialized

nHashFuncs MurmurHash3 hash functions used in the filterload
messages. For example, we assume that there are two filterload
messages generated by two different nTweaks and the false positive

rate is set to 0.001%. The probability that we incorrectly recognize a

false address as a true address is 0.001% × 0.001% since the address

needs to pass two different filters, each only allows 0.001% false

addresses to pass.

Validation.We conducted an experiment to validate this vulner-

ability as follows: First, we connected a tested smartphone (i.e.,

Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge) with the Internet via a home Wi-Fi net-

work, downloaded and installed a tested Bitcoin wallet application

(i.e., an SPV client, Bitcoin Wallet [32]) using BitcoinJ. Second, we

separately deposited 0.0001 BTC into two Bitcoin addresses cre-

ated by the SPV client. Third, to make the SPV client retransmit

filterload messages, we launched two attacks against the SPV

client: (1) TCP reset attacks using Netwox78 tool [15], which aims

to send TCP reset packets on behalf of the SPV client to FNCs and

(2) Wi-Fi de-authentication attack using Aircrack-ng [6], which

aims to keep the SPV client’s Wi-Fi down longer than 5 seconds,

as shown in Figure 2. Fourth, we leveraged the filter carried in the

intercepted filterload messages and public Bitcoin transaction

database (i.e., Blockchain.info [8]) to infer the Bitcoin addresses

used by the SPV client.

The experimental results are illustrated in Figure 3. By launch-

ing a TCP reset attack, adversaries can force the tested SPV client

to retransmit a filterload message carrying a filter with a false

positive rate of 0.001%, whereas the Wi-Fi de-authentication attack

allows adversaries to obtain two filterload messages generated

by two different nTweaks, which can reduce the false positive rate to

10−8%. We further examined how many Bitcoin addresses recorded

in the public Bitcoin transaction database can pass the intercepted

filters. For the filter intercepted by TCP reset attack, there are 3288

Bitcoin addresses passing it. However, only two addresses were

used by our Bitcoin wallet application, whereas the remaining

Filterload message 
intercepted after TCP RST

No.  The obtained Bitcoin Addresses via one filter

 1  1D7HhitMP5nRSr4vEBLNK4XQr2SuYeuES
 2   1MShFgoHixcHFYT5HEpCjB4nuFgAiFjgEe
 3  12HGATTRt8znveMUsHAUpckTDepHq4Zd 
 4  1BzUXyNKdhwg4iyaSSejLVYgSECmtBbneS
 …  ... 
 3286 1MSxUTSXWKJ6CiGbuSAMjcKtdshc9Li15n 
 3287  14zJqwNaUZMvCasCrEVz94LqQV5JVyNwcZ
 3288 17A16QmavnUfCW11DAApxp7ARnxN5pGX

(a) TCP reset attack

No.  The obtained Bitcoin Addresses
 via two filters

              1  1KdebxWtt27qvmjw4npH 
      hzwUQqr3XxVHmw

 2  16k8F2sqwNz5mPjnB
 jwydG9UqAx5KB8qUT

Two Filterload messages with 
different nTweaks

(b) Wi-Fi de-authentication attack

Figure 3: Inferring the Bitcoin addresses ever used by an SPV client.

3286 addresses were not. For two filters intercepted by Wi-Fi de-

authentication attack, only two Bitcoin addresses passed both two

filters; both Bitcoin addresses belong to our tested Bitcoin wallet ap-

plication. Our validation experiment confirmed that BitcoinJ indeed

leaks the Bitcoin addresses used by Bitcoin wallet applications.

5.2 V2: No Anti-spam Defense of Downloading
Bitcoin Transactions

The second security vulnerability is that Bitcoin wallet smartphone

applications using BitcoinJ will keep downloading the Bitcoin trans-

actions out of the SPV clients’ interest from the connected Bitcoin

FNCs in the background without raising any alerts or notifications

to SPV client users. Specifically, as we described previously, an

SPV client will send a filterload message specifying its interest

in specific Bitcoin addresses and transactions to Bitcoin FNCs. To

prevent FNCs or adversaries (man in the middle) from accurately

infer Bitcoin user/wallet privacy, the SPV client will add some false

data items (i.e., the items are out of SPV client’s interest) by con-

figuring the filter fields of filterload messages (i.e., by setting

the false positive rate to 0.001%). If an FNC finds any Bitcoin trans-

actions matching the SPV client’s interest, the FNC will prepare

an inventory message (i.e., inv) carrying the identities of matched

transactions and sends the message to the SPV client. SPV client

then uses BitcoinJ to process the inv message.

Our study shows that BitcoinJ will conduct an examination on all

transactions carried in the inv message before downloading them;

however, the examination is flawed, as shown BitcoinJ Code 2.

Specifically, two examinations are conducted: (1) whether a transac-

tion has not been downloaded before (Line 11) and (2) whether the

transaction is not self-generated (Line 14). If the transaction is not

in either case, BitcoinJ will download the Bitcoin transaction (Line

19). This confirms that BitcoinJ does not examine if the Bitcoin

transaction being downloaded can pass the prior filter sent to the

FNC before downloading the transaction. If there are no additional

security mechanisms (e.g., disconnecting with the malicious FNC)

deployed at BitcoinJ, the SPV client will download Bitcoin trans-

actions specified in the received inv message no matter whether

these transactions are out of its interest or not. The SPV client users



BitcoinJ Code 2 Processing tx transactions in Inv Messages.

1: //Ref: core/src/main/java/org/bitcoinj/core/Peer.java
2: //Processing Inv message
3: function processInv(InventoryMessage inv)
4: ...
5: //Process inventory vectors carried in Inv
6: Iterator<InventoryItem> it = transactions.iterator();
7: while it.hasNext() do
8: InventoryItem item = it.next();
9: Tran conf = getConfidenceTable().seen(...);
10: //If this transaction vector has been announced before
11: if conf.numBroadcastPeers() > 1 then
12: it.remove(); //don’t download
13: //If we created this transaction by ourselves
14: else if Tran.getSrc().equals(Tran.Src.SELF) then
15: it.remove(); //don’t download
16: else
17: log.debug(": getdata on tx ",..., item.hash);
18: ...
19: pendingTxDownloads.add(conf);
20: end if
21: end while
22: ...
23: end function

thus suffer from various attacks and are unaware of these attacks

(a proof-of-concept attack is elaborated on in Section 6.2).

Validation. An experiment was conducted to validate this vul-

nerability. First, we installed a tested Bitcoin wallet application

(i.e., Bitcoin Wallet [32]) using BitcoinJ on a Samsung Galaxy S6

Edge and connected it with the Internet via a home Wi-Fi network.

Second, we intercepted the filterload message by using an ARP-

spoofing attack [13]2. Since Bitcoin does not employ message-level

encryption and integrity protection on all message fields [31], we

thus modified the message fields Data and nFlag of the filterload
message to 0xFF...FF and 0, respectively, and sent the modified

filterload message to the FNC with which the SPV client con-

nects. The above modifications represent that the user is interested

in all new Bitcoin transactions produced by all global Bitcoin users.

The experiment lasted for 10 minutes.

Figure 4 illustrates that the SPV client received 130 inventory

messages and downloaded 2535 Bitcoin transactions from the con-

nected FNC in a 10-min experiment run. We have three observa-

tions. First, all downloaded Bitcoin transactions did not involve

any Bitcoin addresses ever used by the tested SPV client. Second,

the SPV client did not disconnect with the FNC which transmit-

ted a great number of Bitcoin transactions out of the SPV client’s

interest. Third, the SPV client did not show any alerts or notifi-

cations (e.g., suffering from spamming attacks) to the user. These

confirmed that both SPV client and BitcoinJ did not verify if the

Bitcoin transactions are of interest before downloading them and

not employ any additional security mechanisms against spamming

Bitcoin transactions sent by connected FNCs.

5.3 V3: The Decentralization of Bitcoin Wallet
Service can be Violated

By design [38], Bitcoin payment network uses the Peer-to-Peer

(P2P) decentralized network architecture, which allows Bitcoin

wallet clients to access Bitcoin networks without any intermediate

proxies or servers. This approach not only protects the anonymity

2Note that this does not mean that adversaries can only intercept Bitcoin wallet users’
Bitcoin messages while staying in the same home network of the users since all of
their Bitcoin messages will be transmitted over the Internet

... ...

Figure 4: The received inventory messages and downloaded Bitcoin

transactions from the connected FNC in a 10-min experiment run.

of Bitcoin wallet users (e.g., no server-side user registration is re-

quired and there are no checkpoints monitoring all Bitcoin user

activities) but also prevents the Bitcoin wallet services from be-

ing compromised by a few nodes in Bitcoin networks. Adversaries

need to control the majority of Bitcoin miners and full nodes; oth-

erwise, the adversaries are unable to tamper Bitcoin payment trans-

actions [27]. To keep Bitcoin decentralized, the Bitcoin official site,

https://bitcoin.org/ [18] also releases the reference implementa-

tion of Bitcoin nodes, Bitcoin Core [19] supporting all Bitcoin

functions (e.g., wallet, network routing, miner).

However, Bitcoin.org only developed and released the Bit-

coin Core for PC users (Windows, Mac OS, and Linux) rather than

smartphone users, which means that all Bitcoin wallet smartphone

applications on the market are developed by are other parties. Even

worse is that to the best of our knowledge, Bitcoin does not stip-

ulate any censorship mechanisms examining and enforcing the

compliance of the Bitcoin wallet smartphone applications. There-

fore, this raises two questions: Will these Bitcoin wallet smartphone

applications still keep Bitcoin decentralized? If not, are users aware of

the violation? A security study and a user study were conducted

on 10 popular Bitcoin wallet smartphone applications and their

users, respectively. Unfortunately, our results show that the an-

swers to both the above questions are no. We have three findings.

First, the desirable Bitcoin decentralization is not offered in some

wallet applications. These wallet applications do not allow users

to directly access the Bitcoin networks; all Bitcoin transactions

must be transmitted to the intermediate servers deployed by the

application developers through secure channels (e.g., TLS). We call

these applications violating Bitcoin decentralization non-P2P wal-

let applications thereafter. Second, we find that the users of some

non-P2P wallet applications cannot fully control their Bitcoin wal-

let private keys. Therefore, the BTCs deposited by the users in their

Bitcoin addresses can be transferred by other parties to other Bit-

coin addresses without prior user consent. Last but not least, most

wallet application users are unaware of the violation of Bitcoin

decentralization. Therefore, these users may suffer from various

Bitcoin wallet fraud attacks.

Validation. One experiment was conducted to validate this vul-

nerability as follows: First, we installed a tested Bitcoin wallet

application on a Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge, connected it with the

Internet via a home Wi-Fi router, and disabled all background data

services on S6. Second, we used a packet capture tool, tcpdump, to
capture all packets sent by and destined to S6 on the home Wi-Fi

router. Third, we started the tested Bitcoin wallet application.

Figure 5(a) and 5(b) illustrate the packets that we obtained from

Bitcoin Wallet and Coinbase wallet applications, respectively.



(a) Packets captured on Bitcoin Wallet.

(b) Packets captured on Coinbase.

Figure 5: Packet analysis of two Bitcoinwallet applications (Bitcoin
Wallet (P2P wallet client) and Coinbase (non-P2P wallet client)).

We found that Bitcoin Wallet transmitted and received several

Bitcoin messages, whereas we did not observe that any Bitcoin

messages are transmitted/received from Coinbase but a number

of TLSv1.2 packets. In particular, Coinbase needs to establish a

TLSv1.2 connectionwith an intermediate server, whose IP address is

54.xxx.xxx.99. Our results show that Coinbase, Luno, Blockchain
Wallet, Bitcoin.com Wallet, Mycelium, Coinomi, and BitPay do
not allow their users to directly access Bitcoin networks without

intermediate services (non-P2P wallets), whereas Bitcoin Wallet,
BRD, and Simple Bitcoin Wallet can do (P2P wallets).

User Study. We conducted a small-scale user study (50 partici-

pants) to study if Bitcoin smartphone wallet users have noticed that

there are two types of Bitcoin smartphone wallets (i.e., P2P Bitcoin

wallet, and non-P2P Bitcoin wallet) in the current market and the

later applications violate the Bitcoin decentralization. In this study3,

we interviewed fifty participants. The result shows that only one

participant knows that he has to access Bitcoin payment networks

through the intermediate servers deployed by his Bitcoin wallet ap-

plication developer, whereas other participants are unaware of that.

We further examined the root causes of this phenomenon. There

are two main reasons. First, about one third of participants said

that they only downloaded one Bitcoin wallet application based

on the downloads and reviews of the application, so they did not

notice the existence of two different types of Bitcoin wallet appli-

cations. Second, about two thirds of participants said they did use

more than one Bitcoin wallet applications. However, these wallet

applications provide users with similar user interfaces; Figure 6

illustrates the user interfaces of Bitcoin Core (P2P-based client

for PCs), Bitcoin Wallet (P2P-based client for smartphones), and

Coinbase (non-P2P-based client for smartphones) while sending

and receiving BTCs. Therefore, they did not know that there are

two types of Bitcoin wallet applications.

Negative Impact. Another experiment was conducted to study

the possible negative impact of the violation of the desirable Bitcoin

3We obtained the IRB approval for this study comprising four questions: (Q1): Have you
ever used any Bitcoin wallet smartphone applications? (Q2): Did you know that there
are two types of Bitcoin smartphone wallet apps (i.e., P2P/Non-P2P Bitcoin wallet)?
Note that P2P Bitcoin wallet apps allow users to directly access Bitcoin networks.
Non-P2P Bitcoin wallet apps have to access Bitcoin network through third-party
intermediate servers. (Q3): If you answer YES in Q2, can we know how you notice
these two types? (Q4): If you answer NO in Q2, can we know the possible reason
(e.g., only using one app and there is no comparison, only a few differences between
applications)?

decentralization. We aim to explore whether the BTCs that non-P2P

Bitcoin wallet application users deposited will be transferred to

other Bitcoin addresses without prior user consent. Note that the

service that we target is Bitcoin wallet services rather than Bitcoin

exchange services (e.g., selling BTCs).

The experiment was conducted as follows: First, we deposited

0.0001 BTCs into the Bitcoin address provided by the tested Bit-

coin wallet application. Second, we monitored if there are any new

transactions associated with Bitcoin address by querying a pub-

lic online Bitcoin transaction database, Blockchain.Info [8]. The

monitoring process lasted for a week. Our results showed that the

BTCs deposited by us were transferred to other Bitcoin addresses

after about 27 hours without our permission. Similar results were

also observed on another non-P2P-based wallet application, Luno.
Our results show that not all Bitcoin wallet smartphone application

users have the full control of their Bitcoin wallet private keys.

Moreover, one thing worth discussing is that seemingly, the vio-

lation of the desirable Bitcoin decentralization is not necessarily a

vulnerability since the non-P2P wallet applications may be benign

and the P2P-based wallet applications supporting Bitcoin decentral-

ization can be malicious. However, on the second thought, it is not

the case due to the following reasons. First, no matter whether the

non-P2P wallet applications are benign or not, their proxies/servers

may be compromised by adversaries and all Bitcoin wallet private

keys of their users are thus leaked to adversaries. In contrast, the

operations of P2P Bitcoin wallet applications do not rely on any

intermediate proxies/servers but decentralized Bitcoin networks.

Second, it is challenging for a malicious P2P-based wallet applica-

tion to bypass conventional Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) security

mechanisms since all messages transmitted by P2P-based applica-

tions are plain-text Bitcoin messages rather than anything else, the

message-by-message investigation can be thus easily conducted to

identify suspicious activities. Last but not least, the violation Bitcoin

decentralization violation provides an effective means for non-P2P

wallet application providers to spy on user information (e.g., lo-

cations, smartphone models, IP addresses, serving WiFi/cellular

networks), which threatens Bitcoin user anonymity.

6 PROOF-OF-CONCEPT ATTACKS

This section presents three proof-of-concept attacks.

6.1 Bitcoin Deanonymization Attack

This attack aims to deanonymize anonymous Bitcoin addresses

and transactions of a Bitcoin wallet smartphone application user.

In recent years, Bitcoin deanonymization is a popular research

topic. Gervais et al. [34] have demonstrated that if an SPV client (a

Bitcoin wallet app) possesses a small number of Bitcoin addresses

(e.g., < 20), the probability that adversaries can correctly guess all

those Bitcoin addresses using a single filter from the intercepted

filterload message is 80%, while the filter uses a targeted false

positive rate of 0.05%. However, the prior art [34] has three key

limitations. First, adversaries may not be able to intercept the filter

transmitted by victims if adversaries cannot continuously monitor

the victims for a very long time. Second, the accuracy of guessing

all of the victim’s Bitcoin addresses largely varies with the number

of Bitcoin addresses that the victim uses. For example, when an SPV

client owns 50 Bitcoin addresses (the targeted false positive of 0.05%
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Figure 6: Comparison of the user interfaces of Bitcoin Core (the official P2P client on computers released by https://bitcoin.org, the leftmost

two figures), Bitcoin Wallet (a P2P SPV client on smartphones, two figures in the middle), Coinbase (a non-P2P SPV client on smartphones,

the rightmost two figures).

will be achieved), the probability that adversaries correctly guess all

those Bitcoin addresses is significantly reduced to 6.67 × 10−212%4

while considering 714.9 million Bitcoin addresses have been added

to the Bitcoin Blockchain until 09/01/2020 [20]. Third, the prior art

did not identify the real identities (e.g., names) of Bitcoin wallet

application users and the real-world damage is thus limited.

Our Bitcoin deanonymization attack aims to address the above

issues. By exploiting the vulnerability V1, adversaries can force vic-

tims’ SPV clients to actively transmit multiple distinct filterload
messages; each message has a filter created with a default false

positive rate of 0.001% which is 50 times smaller than [34]. By lever-

aging the multiple filters, adversaries can reduce the error rate of

identified Bitcoin addresses to an acceptable rate (e.g., three distinct

filters lead to the error rate of 10−13%). Specifically, in this attack,

the number of falsely recognized Bitcoin addresses is 0.00000072

while considering all Bitcoin addresses used (i.e., 714.9 million).

With the low error rate, the identified Bitcoin addresses thus can

be developed as a new unique wallet fingerprint; it is extremely

unlikely for two users to generate the same Bitcoin address [16].

Moreover, by exploiting the vulnerabilities of the popular Wi-Fi

calling service (a.k.a Voice over WiFi, VoWiFi)5 on smartphones,

adversaries can discover the Bitcoin wallet application user’s iden-

tity. Note that the Wi-Fi calling service, which has been broadly

supported by many cellular network operators in 52 countries until

February 2019 [14].

In the following, we first introduce adversary assumptions and

then present our attack design, implementation, and evaluation.

Finally, we discuss attack implications.

Adversary assumptions.Weassume that the victims’ smartphones

support Wi-Fi calling services and adversaries can deploy Wi-Fi

networks and surveillance cameras near victims in public areas

(e.g., Starbucks, Walmart, and Mcdonalds). In practice, it is not very

difficult for adversaries to achieve that. For example, the adversary

can deploy a rogue AP (e.g., impersonating Starbucks’ Wi-Fi AP)

by enabling mobile hotspot services on his/her smartphone while

using the smartphone as a surveillance camera facing towards the

4The number of false Bitcoin addresses is 357,450 (= 714.9 × 106 × 0.05%) and the
probability that the adversaries correctly guess user’s all Bitcoin addresses is thus 6.67

× 10−212% (= C50
50 /C

50
357450 = 1/ (1.5 × 10213)).

5The VoWiFi allows mobile users to access cellular network voice/text services through
public/private Wi-Fi networks.
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Figure 7: The overview of Bitcoin deanonymization attack.

victims. More discussions on the applicability of this attack will be

provided at the end of this section.

Attack design. Figure 7 illustrates the flow chart of this attack.

First, as we assume in §4, adversaries can intercept all packets of

victims. Second, to analyze these packets, we develop a Bitcoin

Address Deanonymizer which consists of two modules: (1) user

identity inference module and (2) Bitcoin address discovery module.

We next elaborate on the designs of the two modules.

1) User identity inference: We leveraged the newly deployed cel-

lular network service, Wi-Fi calling service, and visual techniques

to infer the user identity of the owner of a Bitcoin wallet on a

smartphone. This module extended [40] to infer the user identity

by leveraging unique human call motions (i.e., moving the phone

to right/left ear while taking in a call and putting the phone down

when a call ends) and visual detection techniques.

This module consists of two major functions. The first function

is to infer the IP addresses of the users’ smartphones, their Wi-

Fi calling events, and event timestamps by analyzing encrypted

Wi-Fi calling IPSec packets. [40] has shown that adversaries can

identify a Wi-Fi calling user’s call event (e.g., dialing a call, answer-

ing a call, or talking) by analyzing Wi-Fi calling’s IPSec packets.

Specifically, by analyzing Wi-Fi users’ IPSec packets, adversaries

are able to accurately know the time that the owner of a particular

IP address is talking over the Wi-Fi calling service (the time that

a call starts and the time a call ends). The second function is to

use surveillance cameras to record the motions of users, discover

the time that a Wi-Fi calling call starts and ends, and identify their

user identities by face recognition techniques and online reverse

image search engines (i.e., finding people’s names by providing

photos)[22, 24]. By associating the time that a Wi-Fi calling call

starts and ends provided by the first function, we are able to infer

the user identity of an IP address (e.g., 192.168.1.75↔ Alice). The



output result 〈IP address, User Identity〉 will be sent to the Bitcoin

address discovery module.

2) Bitcoin address discovery:On receipt of 〈IP address, User Identity〉
sent by the user identity inference module, the Bitcoin address dis-

covery module will first verify if the IP address belongs to an SPV

client and then discover all Bitcoin addresses used by the SPV client.

By analyzing intercepted packets, it is easy to tell if an IP address

belongs to an SPV client since all Bitcoin messages are not ciphered.

We further exploited the vulnerability V1 to obtain the victim’s

multiple filters with low default false positive rates. Therefore, by

a given IP address of an SPV client, this module will output a quadru-

plet 〈Bitcoin addresses,User identity, IP address last used, timestamp〉.
The result will be further updated to a database.

Attack implementation. 1) User identity inference: We improved

Xie et al.’s approach [40] to accurately intercept Wi-Fi calling pack-

ets of victims and identify their timestamped call events and IP

addresses of the victim devices. For example, we could identify that

a Wi-Fi calling user uses the IP address of 192.168.1.5 to dial a call

at 10:50:10 am and end the outgoing call at 10:50:16 am. Moreover,

we applied several computer vision technologies to discovering

user identities of users by face recognition and their timestamped

calling motions. This comprised two steps. First, an SVM (Support

Vector Machine) model was trained to detect users’ dialing/talking

motions. We provided the SVM with false and positive training

videos. For each training video, we assumed that the person could

be identified in a person bounding box, and its corresponding HOG

(Histogram of Oriented Gradient) descriptor was extracted.We used

VLFeat6 to extract HOG descriptors and train our SVM. Second,

once the SVM detects the users’ dialing/talking motions, we would

recognize the user identity in video frames. We used MatConvNet

and Tensorflow as the deep learning libraries for the tiny face de-

tector (i.e., discovering small faces in a video frame) and DR-GAN

modules (Disentangled Representation learning-Generative Adver-

sarial Network). Note that in practice, adversaries can also leverage

some online reverse image search engines (e.g., socialcatfish [24]) to

discover the identity of a face.

By correlating the timestamps ofWi-Fi-inferred andVideo-inferred

calling events, the user identity inference module can associate a

user identity with an IP address. The result <user identity, IP ad-

dress> is sent to the Bitcoin address discovery module.

2) Bitcoin address discovery:We launched aWi-Fi de-authentication

attack against the victim device and obtained multiple filters gener-

ated from distinct nTweaks. First, we deployed the Aircrack-ng on

a Linux computer and changed our wireless network adaptor card

to the monitor mode which allowed the card to discover nearby

Wi-Fi routers with their MAC address and SSID (service set identi-

fier of Wi-Fi router, e.g., “Starbucks WiFi”). Second, we performed

the command “airplay-ng –deauth 0 -c XX:XX:XX:EC:3B:30 -a

XX:XX:XX:36:92:10 wlp3s0mon” where EC:3B:30 and 36:92:10 were

the last three bytes of MAC addresses for the user device and Wi-

Fi router, and wlp3s0mon was our wireless network adaptor card.

Third, after a 5-second attack period, we stopped the attack. We

then observed that the disconnected victim device would recon-

nect to the Wi-Fi router in less than 10 seconds and transmitted

6VLFeat is an Open and Portable Library of Computer Vision Algorithms spe-
cializing in image understanding and local features extraction and matching.
http://www.vlfeat.org/

Performance Matrix
U1 U2 U3 U4

Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std

Call start time error (sec) 0.9 0.01 1.4 0.02 1.0 0.02 1.0 0.02

Call end time error (sec) 0.8 0.01 0.8 0.04 0.8 0.02 1.1 0.02

Identity discovered?
√ √ √ √

Table 2: The performance of user identity inference module on

the 4-user group with users U1, U2, U3, and U4.

a filterload message generated by a new nTweak. By repeat-
ing Steps 2 and 3, adversaries could obtain multiple filterload 
messages and identify Bitcoin addresses used by the SPV client. 
Attack evaluation. We evaluated the performance of the Bitcoin 
Address Deanonymizer as below. First, we invited four students 
(U1, U2, U3, U4) to participate in this evaluation experiment. All 
participants provided us with their frontal portraits (as training 
data) and their user identities (e.g., name). Second, the participants 
entered a room where a survivance camera and a tested Wi-Fi router 
was installed. Then they randomly selected one phone from a box 
containing four tested smartphones (all tested phones were of the 
same model and the same color). On the tested phones, we activated 
the Wi-Fi calling service and pre-install the Bitcoin Wallet, a  
Bitcoin wallet application. Third, all participants were asked to 
dial at least a Wi-Fi calling call and made a Bitcoin transaction 
that transferred a random amount of BTCs to one of our Bitcoin 
addresses within 10 minutes. We conducted the experiment for five 
runs.

1) User identity inference: Our results show that the Wi-Fi call-
ing based user identity inference module can recognize the user 
identities of four participants in five experiment runs (as shown in 
Table 2). However, we also observe that the average errors of the 
call start/end times are about 1.5 seconds (i.e., the error between 
the Video-based estimated time and the Wi-Fi calling inferred time). 
This implies that if multiple users dial and end their calls within 
a 1.5-second interval, the current prototype may not accurately 
recognize user identity. Nevertheless, this issue can be solved by 
providing the user identity inference module with more call statis-
tic information, e.g., how long a user keeps silent in a call. This 
improvement is one of our future works.

2) Bitcoin address discovery: On receipt of the inferred user iden-
tity and the user’s IP address, this module obtains two filters via the 
aforementioned Wi-Fi de-authentication attack, applies the two fil-
ters to discover all Bitcoin addresses used by the SPV client (Bitcoin 
wallet application), and retrieves all related Bitcoin transactions. 
Figure 8 illustrates how this module deanonymizes all Bitcoin ad-
dresses and Bitcoin transactions related to a Bitcoin wallet used 
by the participant U1 in one experiment run. Figure 8(left), Fig-
ure 8(middle), and Figure 8(right) show (1) two filterload mes-
sages generated with different nTweaks, (2) Bitcoin addresses which 
successfully pass both filters, and (3) all Bitcoin transactions which 
are related to the discovered Bitcoin addresses, respectively. The 
last Bitcoin transaction (No. 41) was made by the participant U1 
to transfer 0.0003 BTC to one of our Bitcoin addresses during this 
experiment run; the participant U1 confirmed this result. 
Implication. The key implication of this attack is multidimen-

sional user privacy leakage. It not only deanonymizes all Bitcoin 
addresses and transactions of a Bitcoin wallet smartphone user but 
also provides adversaries with a reliable user tracking mechanism 
based on the victims’ unique application-layer Bitcoin-wallet-based



Command name: filterload
Payload Length: 3768
Payload checksum: 0xd9f8
Filterload message

No.  User1's  Bitcoin Addresses
               

       
 1   1Q7VBFCsDPZ2jfv6   vdNGKTQtyDit5iAjbf
 2  1C44MHnSSxA7mwedCvwxdHw2BRHH7E
 3  1DSFnYJojJC32H2EbgZF2kCqchohWVZoAJ
 …      ...      
 34      1PVRVSJnTgs4uP3O 2b45tmp5rUQL4wGT
 35    191YvgUoqx4b8Yeof sMHB5D3gWhDtZAV
 36      15eiYMHP22czxFqpReMNCYUtWnSzAajk7
 37      126hERVJVd7J9n58Q3ufaSuj1nm9Chpnjp

 User1's Bitcoin Transactions
No.  Transaction  input  Transaction output  Time 
                  1  1Q7VBFCs...it5iAjbf  3Po97WUe...dzUjG83E  04/16/2018

  (0.00300000 BTC)      (0.00010000 BTC)  
 1C44MHnS...w2BRHH7E

             (0.00287700 BTC)
 

Command name: filterload
Payload Length: 3768
Payload checksum: 0xec2b
Filterload message
Filter
   Count: 3756
   Data: 7052045691...
nHashFunc: 16
nTweak: 0xa02d784c

Filter
   Count: 3756
   Data: 28a903b18b...
nHashFunc: 16
nTweak: 0xcb9cfb46

User1's two Bloom filters with different nTweaks

... ... ......
 1  15eiYMHP...nSzAajk7  1Qdhx8bT...niZEP2QW  05/07/2019

  (0.00281124 BTC)    (0.00030000 BTC)  
   126hERVJ...m9Chpnjp

 (0.00236434 BTC)

Figure 8: Deanonymize a Bitcoin wallet user - the participant No.1 (Left: two filterloadmessages with different nTweaks, Middle: all Bitcoin

addresses used by this wallet, Right: all Bitcoin transactions produced by this wallet).

fingerprints (i.e., Bitcoin addresses that the victim’s Bitcoin wal-

let application used). The Bitcoin addresses used by an SPV client

can be considered as its unique wallet fingerprint for two reasons.

First, by the analysis of [16], a Bitcoin address collision (i.e., a Bit-

coin address is used by different wallets) only occurs in the next

millennium. Second, our attack can accurately discover all Bitcoin

addresses used by an SPV client since the false positive rate (the

probability that the adversary wrongly identify a Bitcoin address)

in our attack can be freely reduced by adversaries to 10−5K , where
K is the number of the launched Wi-Fi de-authentication attacks.

Note that in practice, users may increase the default false positive

rates due to privacy concerns. However, this attack still accommo-

dates the high default positive rates. For example, if the rate is set

to 50%, the adversaries can significantly reduce the rate to 0.097%

by launching the attacks 10 times.

Impractical Attacks? Seemingly, this attack may not be practical

since it requires adversaries to deploy surveillance cameras and

Wi-Fi networks to monitor smartphone users’ activities. Although

it is not very challenging for adversaries to launch this attack in

some public places and monitor mobile users for a certain time

period (e.g., a few hours). However, if the monitored users do not

access any Wi-Fi calling services in the attack time, adversaries

cannot deanonymize the identities of the owners of Bitcoin wallet

applications and associate the identities with Bitcoin wallet fin-

gerprints (i.e., the used Bitcoin addresses). Therefore, adversaries

have no incentives to launch this attack on a large-scale and the

real-world impact of this attack is thus limited.

However, on the second thought, it is not the case due to three

reasons. First, according to recent reports/studies [36, 37], Bitcoin

is one of the most popular cryptocurrencies that criminals use to

bypass the supervision of monetary and law enforcement authori-

ties to launder dirty money, scam victims, defraud users, receive

ransom, to name a few. To effectively prevent criminals from dis-

rupting the financial order and thwart cyber attacks, we believe

that the monetary and law enforcement authorities have incen-

tives to discover the real identities of Bitcoin wallet users. Second,

nowadays, for the sake of public safety, it is not rare to observe

surveillance cameras in our daily life. For example, there are about

627,000 and 1,150,000 CCTV cameras deployed in London (UK)

and Beijing (China), respectively [25]. Moreover, in some countries,

the governments have applied face recognition techniques and the

deployed surveillance cameras to trace criminals, e.g., China [9],

U.S.A (Chicago, Detroit) [12]. Third, in the era of smart everything,

several cities (e.g., New York, Moscow, Hong Kong, Seoul, Paris)

and countries (e.g., UK, Switzerland, Singapore, Denmark) have

deployed public Wi-Fi hotspots for their residents [5]. A recent in-

dustry report [21] forecasts that the number of global public Wi-Fi

hotspots will be increased to 628 million in 2023 from 169 million

hotspots in 2018, which is a fourfold increase, and around 71% of

mobile communication flows over Wi-Fi, which leads to the rising

demands in the Wi-Fi calling market [17].

Therefore, we believe that to defend against illegal financial

transactions/trades, the monetary and law enforcement authori-

ties have incentives to launch the Bitcoin deanonymization attack.

However, this does not mean that we advocate that the privacy of

Bitcoin wallet application users can be compromised regardless of

what the reason is.

6.2 Bitcoin Reflection and Amplification
Spamming Attack

This attack aims to leverage benign Bitcoin full node clients to

introduce continuous, unwanted Bitcoin traffic (e.g., 14-20MB/hour)

to victims, which causes an increased cellular network data bill

and 96% more power consumption. By exploiting V2, adversaries

thus can enforce the Bitcoin wallet applications to continuously

download the unwanted Bitcoin transactions from the connected

Bitcoin FNCs. In the following, we first briefly present the design of

this attack, discuss its implementation, and finally mainly evaluate

its negative impact.

Adversary assumptions. The adversary can intercept and modify

the Bitcoin messages transmitted between victims and Bitcoin FNCs

with which the victims connected.

Attack design. This attack works as follows. First, adversaries

intercept filterload messages sent by Bitcoin wallet applications

(e.g., Bitcoin Wallet) to the connected Bitcoin FNCs. Second,

adversaries can modify the intercepted filterload messages by

changing the fields Data and nFlags to 0xFF..FF and 0, respectively,

since this message does not support the encryption and integrity

protection. The modifications are used to tell the Bitcoin full node

clients that the user is interested in all Bitcoin transactions. The

adversaries further send this spoofed message to the Bitcoin FNCs.

Attack implementation. We implemented this attack by devel-

oping a BitCoinTrudy server on top of Trudy [4]. The BitCoin-

Trudy server was deployed between the victims and Bitcoin FNCs,

which helped us to identify and intercept filterload messages,

modify the Data and nFlag fields, update the checksum of Bitcoin

message and TCP checksum accordingly, and deliver the spoofed

filterload messages to the connected Bitcoin FNC.

Attack evaluation.We evaluated the damages of the spamming

attack with two metrics: (1) spamming traffic volume and (2) power

consumption of the victim phones. The evaluation experiment was
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Figure 9: The volume of Bitcoin traffic and power consumption for phones with/without Bitcoin spamming attack.

conducted as follows. First, we installed a tested Bitcoin wallet appli-

cation (i.e., Bitcoin Wallet) on two Google Pixel XL phones using

Android 8.1.0. Second, we created two Bitcoin accounts through

Bitcoin Wallet. Third, we started the Bitcoin Wallet and a

battery consumption monitor tool (i.e., Batterystats [11]) which

continuously monitored battery usage on two tested smartphones.

We recorded the volume of Bitcoin traffic and power consump-

tion of two tested smartphones. Fourth, we used the BitCoinTrudy
that we developed to launch the devised Bitcoin spamming attack

against one tested smartphone. The experiment stopped at the time

that the victim’s battery power was exhausted.

1) Spamming traffic volume: Figures 9(a), 9(b), and 9(c) plot

the Bitcoin spamming traffic per hour, the accumulated Bitcoin

spamming traffic, and amplification factor observed on the victim,

respectively. We have three observations. First, the phone which

is under the attack will receive 14-20 MB Bitcoin traffic per hour,

whereas the phone which is not under the attack merely receives

1-2 MB Bitcoin traffic every hour. Second, the victim’s phone re-

ceives around 164 MB in the 10-hour experiment, whereas the

phone which is not under the attack only receives 16 MB. This

shows that adversaries can produce continuous Bitcoin spamming

traffic towards the victim. If victims are using cellular network

data services to access Bitcoin networks, they have to pay for the

unwanted spamming traffic. Third, at the end of the experiment,

the attack amplification factor is increased to around 3666. Note

that the unwanted spamming traffic comes from new Bitcoin trans-

actions produced by all global Bitcoin users during the attack. Thus,

the factor may be increased while more users use Bitcoin services.

2) Power consumption: The results of the power consumption

for phones which are under and not under the 10-hour spamming

attack are plotted in Figure 9(d). Our results show that the phone

under the attack consumed 96% more power than the phone which

is not under the attack.

Implication. The major implication of this attack is to provide

adversaries with a new attack vector to launch continuous spam-

ming traffic against mobile users. The attack cost is low, 4.5 KB

Bitcoin message per hour. However, the attack damage is larger (14-

20 MB/per hour) than the cost. The victims suffer from increased

mobile service bills and shorter smartphone battery lifetime.

6.3 Mobile Bitcoin Wallet Fraud Attack

According to V3, we developed a non-P2P Bitcoin wallet on mobile

devices to launch a Bitcoin fraud attack that stealthily transfers

BTCs from one address to another one without user consent. The

non-P2P wallet was used to break Bitcoin’s decentralized design

principle that can secure user wallet. With a centralized service

model, the wallet service provider can easily manipulate its users’

Bitcoin accounts without their approval. In particular, a non-P2P

Bitcoin wallet smartphone application,MyBitcoin, including a client

and a server, was developed. The client is a simple Android applica-

tion providing a simple user interface for users to send and receive

BTCs. The server supports Bitcoin wallet and network routing func-

tions. The MyBitcoin client first connects with the server through

HTTPS and the server further connects with the Bitcoin networks

via the Bitcoin protocol. Our evaluation shows that the MyBitcoin

users can successfully transfer BTCs to other Bitcoin addresses

without any issues. This confirms that no additional security mech-

anisms are adopted by Bitcoin networks to prevent the Bitcoin

decentralization violation in practice.

This malicious wallet application can be actively promoted to

users since, in practice, users usually choose the application with

many downloads or a high review score [28].We analyzed the down-

loads of a popular Bitcoin wallet application, Mycelium. We found

that once the number of downloads is larger than 1,000, the growth

rate of downloads is significantly increased. Similar observations

were also made on other Bitcoin applications. In other words, if

adversaries can increase the number of downloads to more than one

thousand, more victims are projected to download the applications.

In practice, this is not technically challenging for adversaries to

achieve this goal. Many companies (e.g., MobiRink [23]) provide

promotion services that increase the number of application down-

loads and positive reviews of particular applications. According to

our discussion with these promotion companies, it costs only less

than $100 for adding 500 downloads and 100 positive comments to

particular applications. Once victims install malicious applications,

they will suffer from various Bitcoin wallet fraud attacks. However,

unfortunately, due to the restrictions of our IRB, we were unable

to develop a real malicious Bitcoin wallet application and assess

its real-world negative impact. Therefore, we provide a detailed

analysis of this Bitcoin wallet fraud attack, which compares it with

other types of fraud attacks as follows:

Comparison with other fraud attacks. This attack does not re-

quire sophisticated attacking techniques; however, the negative

impact of this attack is far-reaching compared with other types

of financial fraud attacks: (1) mobile banking fraud attack and (2)

mobile payment fraud attack against smartphone users. The former

attack aims to obtain victims’ usernames and password and further

steals victims’ deposits by deploying fake mobile banking applica-

tions (e.g., Chsae is the fake version of the Chase application). The

latter attack aims to steal victims’ deposits from their bank accounts

or use victims’ credit cards without their approval by deploying

malicious online payment applications similar to Paypal, Venmo,

CashApp. We compare the devised Bitcoin fraud attack with these



Attacks Mobile Banking Fraud � Mobile Payment Fraud ♦ Mobile Bitcoin Wallet Fraud

Deployment Difficulty High Medium Low

Credit Transactions Deposit accounts Users’ banking accounts Users’ banking accounts App providers’ accounts

Debit Transactions

Send Money without user approval Yes Yes Yes

Send Money Limits
Pre-defined payees: $50,000-$250,000 per day

$5,000-$25,000 per transaction No
Non-pre-defined payees: $1,500-$5,000 per day

Prevent users from receiving
No No Yes

fraud transaction alerts?

Fraud Protection
Can victims get refund from

Yes* Yes* No
fraud transactions?

�: This attack aims to obtain victims’ usernames and password and further steals victims’ deposits by deploying the fake mobile banking applications of Chase, Bank of America, Wells
Fargo, Citi, and U.S.bank.
♦: This attack aims to steal victims’ deposits from their bank accounts or use victims’ credit cards without their approval by deployingmalicious online payment applications. The limitations
are based on the study of five most popular mobile online payment applications, such as Paypal, Google Pay, Apple Pay, Venmo, and CashApp.
*: It is likely for victims to recover the loss by filing disputes, however, it varies with the countries of victims.

Table 3: Comparison of fraud attacks between Bitcoin wallet smartphone application and other types of mobile wallets.

two attacks from four aspects: (1) deployment difficulty, (2) credit

transactions, (3) debit transactions, and (4) fraud protection.

The comparison results are summarized in Table 3. We have

four observations. First, the deployment difficulty of mobile Bitcoin

wallet fraud attack is lower than other attacks. For mobile banking

fraud attacks, the fake mobile banking applications (e.g, Chsae)

need to pass the examination conducted by mobile application

stores (e.g., Google Play and Apple Store). For mobile payment

fraud attacks, since the money transfer is usually limited to the

users using the same mobile payment applications, it is not easy

for a new mobile payment application to have a great number

of customers in a short time. Second, the money of the users of

mobile banking/payment fraud applications is deposited in the

users’ banking accounts, whereas the money of the users of mobile

Bitcoin wallet fraud applications is deposited in adversaries’ Bitcoin

addresses. Third, all of these attacks are capable of transferring

victims’ money to other accounts without users’ approval. However,

the mobile banking and mobile payment attacks have limitations of

the amount of money that can be transferred, whereas the Bitcoin

wallet fraud attack does not. Moreover, the Bitcoin wallet fraud

attack can prevent the victims from receiving any alerts about the

fraud transactions, nevertheless, the other two attacks cannot since

the alerts are delivered by the financial institutes (e.g., Chase, Citi)

of the victims, which are out of adversaries’ control. Fourth, the

victims of the mobile Bitcoin wallet fraud attacks are unlikely to get

the money (i.e., BTCs) stolen by adversaries back since Bitcoin is not

a government-insured asset in many countries, whereas the victims

of the other two attacks may still have chances to recover their

loss by filing disputes to their banks. For example, for credit card

users in the U.S., they usually do not need to pay for the abnormal

transactions by filing disputes.

7 SOLUTION: BITCOIN SECURITY RECTIFIER

We developed a phone-based Bitcoin Security Rectifier, a smart-

phone application, to address/mitigate the identified vulnerabilities;

this approach does not require any modifications to the existing Bit-

coin protocol standards, Bitcoin wallet applications, libraries, and

wallet service operations. This approach is motivated by two factors.

First, the revise of Bitcoin protocol standards is time-consuming,

which is unlikely to be archived and updated to the whole Bit-

coin ecosystem in a short time. Second, Bitcoin wallet application

service providers may not be willing to change their current opera-

tions/designs due to business concerns.

Design. The Bitcoin Security Rectifier will examine all incoming

and outgoing Bitcoin messages and take the following actions.

Router

Base
Station

Phone

Cellular

Wi-Fi

Cellular 
Network

Internet

Bitcoin servers

Bitcoin 
Security 
Rectifier

(3) Bitcoin Fraud 
Attack

(1) Bitcoin 
Deanonymization Attack

(2) Bitcoin 
Spamming Attack

Figure 10: The Bitcoin security rectifier evaluation testbed setup.

For V1, if the Bitcoin message being examined is an outgoing

fliterload message, it first saves the message into memory, re-

ferred to as orig-filterload, then creates a copy and adds 10*N Bitcoin

addresses which do not belong to the user to the Bloom filter, where

N is the number of Bitcoin addresses that have been added by the

user to the Bloom filter of orig-filterload. The modified filterload
message is referred to as modified-filterload. Finally, the modified-

filterload will be sent to the Bitcoin network. Using this approach,

adversaries cannot obtain low-false positive-rate Bloom filters from

victims (against the privacy leakage attack). For V2, the rectifier

checks if Bitcoin transactions carrying Invmessages are of the SPV

clients’ interests by leveraging the cached modified-filterload and

calculates and monitors the real false positive rate. If the real false

positive rate associated with an FNC is higher than the previously

configured false positive rate, the rectifier will force the SPV clients

to disconnect with the FNC since the FNC may have been abused

by adversaries to launch spamming attacks. For V3, if the Bitcoin

wallet application has been started and there are no Bitcoin mes-

sages observed in a pre-defined time period (e.g., 5 mins), a warning

message will be sent to the user.

Implementation. The proposed Bitcoin Security Rectifier was

written in Java and developed on Android smartphones. The recti-

fier consists of two components, namely Bitcoin message capturer

and Bitcoin security rectification. The Bitcoin message capturer

is a light-weight Bitcoin-specific capture service that was imple-

mented on top of NetWorkPacktCapture VPN [10] on smartphones

to only intercept Bitcoin messages; for other types of data pack-

ets, they will be directly routed to the destinations. The Bitcoin

security rectification examines the intercepted Bitcoin messages

and modifies Bitcoin messages if needed. Note that the developed

rectifier does not require the root privilege but the permission of

BIND_VPN_SERVICE.

Evaluation. The evaluation experiment setup is illustrated in Fig-

ure 10. First, the Bitcoin security rectifier was installed on a tested

smartphone. Second, we deployed a server to launch the Bitcoin

deanonymization attack on the Wi-Fi network serving the tested



Filterload message
Filter
Count: 3534
Data: 19b530071a6f88cb9b721944a9e04b7c6

0010  da 0d 00 00 03  fc  ff  40  fd ce 0d 19 b5 30 07 1a
0020  6f  88 cb 9b 72 19 44 a9  e0 4b 7c 61 bc  cf 96 4a
0030  06 2d 05 8b e9 e3 2e 58  45 05 56 aa 5c 88 2c 8c
0040  c0 52 eb b7 a7 02 a4 01  55 50 6b f1 61 30 53 3a
0050  c2 df ad 17 12 ac 34 03  73 af e7 82 8a 56 61 e9
0060  62 6f 5f  50 ad 37 0c e1  37 0c 46 30 7c a4 94 5e

Filterload message
Filter

0010  da 0d 00 00 0e 8d 35 a1  fd ce 0d 19 b5 30 07 7a
0020  6f  f8  cb fb 72 e9 44 99  e0 2b 7c 61 bc  af 96 da
0030  06 6d 05 2b e9 53 2e 68  45 45 56 ba 5c 38 2c 1c
0040  c0 92 eb d7 a7 22 a4 41  55 60 6b 21 61 00 53 1a
0050  c2 1f  ad 07 12 9c 34 a3  73 4f e7 02 8a 96 61 59
0060  62 0f 5f  90 ad  57 0c 91  37 fc 46 10 7c 84 94 3e

Count: 3534
Data: 19b530077a6ff8cbfb72e94499e02b7c6

(a) Against Deanonymization attack.

I/Warning: inv detected, inv index: 136
E/Modified inv payload line 0: 45000034DD...
E/Modified inv payload line 1: 00000000000...
E/Modified inv payload line 2: E4D0639B27...
…
E/bitcoin checksum: 1af9b7e5
E/Warning: Detected compromised inv packet

Performing Connection Reset

(b) Against Spamming attack. (c) Against Fraud attack.

Figure 11: The evaluation of Bitcoin Security Rectifier.

smartphone. Third, we deployed a server between the tested smart-

phone and the Bitcoin full node clients with which the phone con-

nected in order to launch Bitcoin spamming attack. Fourth, on the

tested phone, we installed the application MyBitcoin to emulate the

Bitcoin fraud attack. We evaluated if our Bitcoin security rectifier

can defend against these three attacks.

The evaluation results are illustrated in Figure 11. For the Bitcoin

deanonymization attack, the rectifier can intercept the Bloom filter

with a low default false positive rate and protect it by adding Bitcoin

addresses that do not belong to the victim (see Figure 11(a)). There-

fore, the adversary cannot accurately infer all Bitcoin addresses

owned by the victim. For the Bitcoin spamming attack, Figure 11(b)

shows that the rectifier can intercept the received malicious Bitcoin

inventory message, examine it, and disconnect from malicious Bit-

coin FNCs. For the Bitcoin fraud attack, Figure 11(c) confirms that

the rectifier successfully detects if the user uses a non-P2P Bitcoin

wallet application and provides a security warning for the user.

8 CONCLUSION

Bitcoin wallet smartphone applications, such as Coinbase, Luno,
Bitcoin Wallet are increasingly popular nowadays. In this work,

we studied the security implications of the 10 most popular Bitcoin

wallet smartphone applications. We uncovered three security vul-

nerabilities among these studied applications. By exploiting them,

we devised three proof-of-concept attacks which allow adversaries

to (1) deanonymize users’ real identities, Bitcoin addresses, and

transactions, (2) introduce continuous unwanted Bitcoin spamming

traffic towards victims, and (3) launch Bitcoin fraud attacks to take

advantage of Bitcoin wallet users. Our analysis shows that the root

causes of these security vulnerabilities stem from the improper

implementation of Bitcoin wallet applications and the operational

slips of wallet service providers. We further developed a phone-side

Bitcoin Security Rectifier to help users defend against the identified

security threats, without the need of modifying current Bitcoin

protocols, infrastructures, and wallet applications and services.
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